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‘Tech vs Abuse’ is a collaborative research project undertaken  
by SafeLives, Snook and Chayn, commissioned by Comic Relief. 

This research was carried out over six months, May - November 
2016, and set out to explore the potential opportunities, gaps and 
risks presented by technology in the context of domestic violence and 
abuse. It achieved this by gathering insights from over 200 survivors 
of domestic abuse (over 18 years old) and 350 practitioners who 
support them. The research included both qualitative user research 
and quantitative methods. This consisted of online surveys, focus 
groups, online interviews, informal discussions with practitioners, 
workshops, and having researchers shadow practitioners and conduct 
contextual interviews at their workplace. Its aim was to find out how 
technology could play a supportive role in the context of domestic 
violence and abuse, and to understand how survivors and practitioners 
perceived technology in this context. Technology is defined here in its 
widest context and includes access to equipment, devices, apps and 
websites, as well as the ability to communicate digitally through text 
messages, emails and other media.

A full write up of the findings from this research can be found in the 
‘Tech vs Abuse: Research Findings’ report.

Based upon these research findings, Comic Relief - together with 
the research team and in consultation with several organisations in 
the domestic abuse sector - have created five key design challenges. 
These have been prioritised on the basis that if addressed effectively 
and safely, these solutions would make the most immediate difference 
to people affected by domestic abuse. The design challenges are 
intended to inspire innovation in the design and delivery of services 
for people affected by domestic abuse, both online and offline. They 
are put forward here in recognition that technology alone will not be 
the solution, but that people and support services will be integral 
to its success. Solutions could involve developing new technology 
(from sophisticated chatbots to a simple app), re-purposing existing 
technology (such as social media and messaging services) or simply 
creating new resources and training. Each challenge should also 
only be addressed in consideration of the supplementary resources 
generated through this research, detailed below.

Introduction

http://www.techvsabuse.info/research-findings
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Fifteen minute window: Provide or curate key information online for women 
experiencing domestic abuse in a way which is easy to find, simple to navigate 
and quick to interact with. 

Effective real-time support services: Enable women to find and access 
services for support (including referrals) when required, day or night, seamlessly 
and with minimal logistical and emotional burden.

Safer digital-footprint: Provide people affected by domestic abuse and 
frontline professionals the confidence and knowledge they need to use 
technology and stay online safely, with full control over their online data,  
privacy settings and social media accounts. 

Accessible legal and financial information: Create engaging, accessible and 
digestible information on the legal process or the financial situation women find 
themselves in, connecting to support and advice channels where relevant. 

Realising it’s abuse: Use the creative opportunities of the web to raise 
awareness of what an abusive relationship looks like, provoking women  
and girls experiencing abuse to recognise this and seek support. 

The Design Challenges: Summary
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Supplementary Resources from this Research

Design Principles: The research discovered many potential risks from both 
survivors and sector practitioners when using technology, but also found that 
if designed and used safely, technology can give invaluable access to support, 
information and advice. For these reasons, this research has led to the creation 
of a set of design principles for any technological solution designed for people 
affected by domestic abuse. Following these will ensure any potential risks are 
directly considered and addressed throughout the design, development and 
delivery of a digital product or service. These principles are detailed below. 

Horizon Scanning Document: The research involved collating the digital 
tools available and used by those experiencing domestic abuse which were 
identified by survivors and sector practitioners. It is presented as an Open Google 
spreadsheet which can be added to – you can access it by clicking here.  
It does not provide any analysis, or peer review of the value of these tools, but is 
intended for further exploration and analysis by those developing similar or new 
digital solutions. 

Needs Stage: The Four Distinct Experiences of Domestic Abuse: This 
project followed a process of user research which focused on understanding 
key user behaviours, needs, and motivations through observation techniques, 
task analysis and other feedback methodologies. Through this process, 
four distinct stages of women’s experiences in an abusive relationship were 
identified. Whilst domestic abuse is not a linear experience or one which 
will necessarily involve each of these stages, the research team identified 
distinct needs for each of these separate stages, as well as a different role for 
technology. These stages are:

Unaware: Experiencing abuse although yet to fully identify this as 
coercive control.

Aware: Recognises that a partner is abusive, but has not made any 
decisions about what next and may not intend to end the relationship.

Leaving: Deciding to end the relationship and actively working out 
the best way to do this, including thinking about alternative living 
arrangements (if relevant).

Recovering: Has ended the relationship and is focusing on the 
future, but may still be in contact with their abuser, fearful of further 
harm, considering returning to their ex-partner or potentially at risk of 
entering into another abusive relationship. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EilGvCxSrj69irn86L_ll2TGVc8g5PbZyuSysTBACJI/edit
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Scenario Cards and Experience Maps: A range of scenario cards have 
been created which highlight a broad range of women’s different experiences 
at each stage of domestic abuse. These cards can be used in ideas generation 
and in the creation, development and iteration of solutions. Alongside this, 
the Experience Maps illustrate stories told to the researchers, which have 
been collated into fictional narratives. These act as case studies of women’s 
experiences, representing their feelings and emotional highs and lows. 
Intersectionality is key here and the case studies highlight opportunities for 
targeted interventions and can be used to test how a solution will work in 
different cases. 

The Scenario Cards can be found here. 
The Experience Maps can be found here.

Example Solutions: The examples solutions are those identified by survivors 
and practitioners who took part in the research workshops, and can be used as 
guidance and inspiration. They can become the starting point of an idea, but we 
recommend that any solution is developed with further user research testing, in 
collaboration with survivors, practitioners and digital experts. 

Supplementary Resources from this Research

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7VGd5bkF0eXFHd0E/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7cUc0NHMzaDhjMWs/view?usp=sharing
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Design Principles
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Design Principles

Any solution for women and girls experiencing domestic abuse, or for 
survivors of domestic abuse, should be based on the following design 
principles as well as working towards the best practices outlined in the 
‘Principles for Digital Development’ (see http://digitalprinciples.org) and 
the ‘UK Design Principles’ (https://www.gov.uk/design-principles). 
They also recognise that technology will only be an effective solution if it 
provides connections to support services.

3

2

Safe and Private
Safety must be the utmost priority in all aspects of the design and 
development of a digital solution. Organisations should have clear 
policies and processes around safeguarding, data protection and 
liability, particularly when people affected by domestic abuse are 
sharing personal information. Due consideration must be provided 
examining any potential consequences in the event of discovery or 
use by the perpetrator. The end result should be both discreet and 
sensitively promoted to maintain this priority. 

Trustworthy
Solutions should go beyond ensuring compliance with data protection 
and privacy standards. There should be careful and due consideration 
upon how data and personal details are collected, reported and 
shared, both deliberately or accidentally by everyone involved.

Women’s Digital Needs First 
Digital solutions should start with women’s and girl’s’ digital needs 
and behaviours first and foremost, in the context of experiencing 
domestic abuse. They should provide women a choice over what 
they want. They should involve user research and consultation 
at all stages of design and development. They should provide 
connections to further support services and ensure these services 
have capacity to meet their needs. 

http://digitalprinciples.org
https://www.gov.uk/design-principles
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Testing and Feedback 
Solutions must be fully tested with people affected by domestic abuse, 
professionals and sector practitioners at every stage of the design and 
development process within ‘safe’ testing environments. Once launched, 
resources should be allocated for regular feedback and development. 
Technology must be developed in response to feedback, especially in 
cases of breach and danger. 

Collaborative, Scalable and Replicable 
Solutions must be produced in collaboration with key support 
agencies and sector infrastructure. They should take into 
consideration how other organisations can implement them,  
their connections to other sources of support and explore open 
source options.

Focused on Key Needs and Diversity of Experiences
Solutions should not be broad and generic but targeted at solving 
specific issues women have in staying safe. Solutions should 
acknowledge that women may be at different stages of an abusive 
relationship and that every journey is unique. They should not be 
based on assumptions that someone wants to leave a partner or their 
home. In addition, it might need to meet the needs of their friends and 
family, who search on their behalf.

4 Accessible and Considering Vulnerabilities
Any solution should be simple to use, easy to access and appropriate 
for women and girls experiencing domestic abuse. If used in a crisis 
situation, arising issues such as poor phone signal and running out 
of credit should be intrinsic to the design. Solutions must keep in 
mind different needs of marginalised and under-served communities, 
considering factors such as mobility, access and language. Visual 
imagery, colour, font size and audible options should be explored to 
improve accessibility. Developers should undertake testing in a range 
of contexts (including with LGBTI and BME communities) to ensure 
their suitability and relevance. 

Design Principles
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Design Challenges
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Fifteen minutes to answer crucial questions

Challenge

The Goal:

The Research Findings:

The Opportunity:

Provide or curate key information online for women experiencing domestic abuse in a way 
which is easy to find, simple to navigate and quick to interact with. 

With limited time available, women experiencing domestic abuse can access key basic 
information they need and answer the questions or concerns that they have. This will 
ensure they feel prepared logistically and emotionally to take action and ensure their own 
and their families’ safety. 

Women experiencing abuse do not have much time to themselves. This could be less 
than fifteen minutes alone with access to a phone or the internet, in which to search 
online for vital information, advice and support. Many survivors reflected that a crucial part 
of their search was to understand the process of what might happen if they leave. They 
highlighted that this fifteen-minute window may involve a quick decision about taking 
action - whether this is to leave, seek support, or to stay and to do so safely. However, 
all of the women involved in this research reported how hard it is to navigate through 
the resources online, often feeling like they’re going into ‘a rabbit hole’ of circular and 
repetitive information. In turn, this could lead to their indecision toward taking action 
which does not ensure their safety. 

: 
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Understanding a partner’s behaviour and identifying whether it is abuse
Information on local support services and refuges 
Options for leaving and ending a relationship
Options for staying in a relationship and keeping safe
Escape plans including practical information on things to pack and  
prepare safely
Collating evidence against a perpetrator
The process of leaving including communicating with the police 
Details regarding child protection and how complications impact upon kids 
Women’s immigration status 

Key information women want to find out more about includes:

The Research Findings:

Key Quotes:

”You abuser is watching every move you do, and 
asking to see your phone/laptop so it is really hard to 

do any searches or contact people. ”
[survivor, workshop]

”I had a bad experience using the websites about 
domestic abuse. You go round in circles trying to find 
information and that can become very frustrating.” 

[survivor, interview]

”When I go into a refuge, I wanna know what it’s 
going to be like. It’s like that with going anywhere.” 

[survivor, workshop]
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”I was always worried that he might see it. So, I 
would always research when he was never around.” 

[survivor, interview]

”Needed to escape as he became really physically 
aggressive. One weekend when he was away, I 

Googled 24hrs and found a local service.”
[survivor, workshop]

”It took me 15 clicks to find the information on a local 
refuge and I know this website and what I’m looking 

for. If you only have 15 minutes alone, that’s at least 10 
clicks too many.”

[practitioner, workshop]

Scenario Cards:

Keira, 25
Stage: Aware of abusive relationship • Decides to stay

Keira has been in a long-term abusive relationship (classified as ‘low-risk’). They have two children and 

she’d like to leave the relationship but seeks support and certain information to enable her to feel more 

assertive and confident. She needs to understand options and legal rights especially related to children.

Key Quotes:
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Experience Maps:

Opportunity for 
targeted intervention

The Scenario Cards can be found here and Experience Maps here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7VGd5bkF0eXFHd0E/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7cUc0NHMzaDhjMWs/view?usp=sharing
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• A short pop-up script and audio on domestic abuse websites which  
explains what you need to pack, check and think about when leaving 
 

• Research to identify key language used by people affected by domestic 
abuse when searching for information online. The results could be used  
for google ad-words and search engine optimisation as well as website  
re-design to ensure the least number of clicks and scrolling to access  
the information and advice they are looking for 
 

• A chatbot built-in to key support service websites for women to ask urgent 
questions they have with signposts to key resources and services 
 

• Email keywords triggering an automated response which includes relevant 
information in times of crisis – for example, 24hr helpline number/s, a safety 
plan, escape plan and relevant online resources for more information (such 
as how to cover your tracks online)

Example Solutions: 
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The Goal:

The Opportunity:

Enable women to find and access services (including referrals) when required, day or 
night, seamlessly and with minimal logistical and emotional burden.  

Women can access services easily and receive a helpful response in some form, day or 
night. They achieve this using a medium they feel comfortable with (whether this is face-
to-face, on the phone, online or via text messaging). When they are receiving support, 
and need to be referred to other services, they are referred quickly and easily with 
minimal emotional and logistical burden. 

The Research Findings:

Domestic violence and abuse can happen at any time and it is often at evenings or 
weekends - when women need help the most. However, many participants involved 
in this research reported difficulties in contacting key services, often due to difficulties 
in making contact or requiring out-of-hours support. Others did not feel comfortable 
approaching services for support (particularly if English is not their first language) or 
were simply not able to due to their unique situations. For these reasons, it is vital that 
women are able to access services quicker and more easily, through a range of different 
mediums in order to bridge the gap between real-life needs and the availability of 
support-services. 

Women also need those services to be better connected, with faster referrals and better 
information sharing to save time and energy on both sides. 

Challenge 2 :
Effective real-time support services
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Online peer support for women was extremely valuable, especially with regards to 
understanding their own situation, connecting and discussing their personal experiences. 
Facebook groups were particularly popular and used as a platform to discuss problems 
and get emotional support. 

For practitioners and frontline professionals, 90% (of 307) answering the survey believed 
technology could help improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the domestic abuse 
sector and 80% (of 307) felt it could increase their ability to work more flexibly. There 
was a particularly strong interest in the way technology could help women locate and 
find their services more easily as well as improving communication between services 
and clients. Practitioners also reflected that better cooperation, collaboration and data 
sharing was also required across multiple agencies, including local authorities, police, 
doctors and domestic abuse services. This could help improve the experience of women 
as they were referred between services, a finding which was also reflected by survivors.

Whilst the research found domestic abuse services currently lack capacity to develop 
and use technology to best effect, there was a strong message that with the right 
funding, leadership, support and collaboration, technology could be mobilised to deliver 
services more effectively. 

The Research Findings:

Key Quotes:

”[on the website] I found an email so emailed them 
during the weekend but didn’t get a reply and he was 
coming back on Sunday evening so I needed to escape 
quickly. I had family nearby and my brother picked 
me up that night. I received an email back the next 
day saying not to leave without an escape plan but 
I had already left. The escape plan was great but 
didn’t help receiving it a day after I’ve escaped.” 

[survivor, workshop]
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”It’s a really emotional time when you’re going  
into a refuge... There needs to be something that 

speeds up the process and having quick assessment 
that takes away the stress.”

[survivor, focus group]

”I told my story so many times... It’s tiring and 
emotional. Can they not share the story for support 

staff to access?”
[survivor, focus group]

Scenarios Cards:

Christie, 26
Stage: Left/escaped an abusive relationship
Christie met her husband in a bar. She has 2 kids and has left because of his abuse but is in fear for her 
life. She is staying at a refuge but has no quality of life and no way of connecting with others without any 
internet. She feels isolated and depressed.

Key Quotes:
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The Scenario Cards can be found here and Experience Maps here.

Experience Maps:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7VGd5bkF0eXFHd0E/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7cUc0NHMzaDhjMWs/view?usp=sharing
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• A mobile risk assessment completed by victims that is automatically shared 
with key local support services (eliminating the need for a paper trail, data 
entry and manual referrals) 
 

• Secure messaging service for women to contact services directly without 
the need to call or visit in person  
 

• A mechanism to save and share background history between key 
professionals supporting a domestic abuse survivor

Example Solutions: 
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The Opportunity:

The Goal:

The Research Findings:

Provide people affected by domestic abuse and frontline professionals the confidence and 
knowledge they need to use technology and stay online safely, with full control over their 
online data, privacy settings and social media accounts. 

Women experiencing domestic abuse, survivors and practitioners are aware of what 
technology exists, how to use that technology safely and in turn, how perpetrators are 
using technology. They are confident in the safe use of technology, whether this is to 
access services, stay online or build a case against a perpetrator. 

Frequently, people experiencing domestic abuse are monitored, controlled, tracked down 
and harassed through technology – most commonly through internet use, social media 
profiles and linked online accounts such as bank statements. This research uncovered 
many negative stories from women and  sector practitioners about the ways in which 
perpetrators had used technology. This included perpetrators controlling women’s 
social media interactions, monitoring their locations and for those who tried to leave, 
tracking them through technology and to locate their children. There was a sense that 
the perpetrator was always one step ahead. This resulted in a lasting fear of using 
technology, both by survivors and sector practitioners. Consequently, women choose 
to or were often advised to remove all technology from their lives. This left them further 
socially isolated and with less control over their lives. 

Challenge 3 :
Safer digital-footprint 
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Specific concerns included:

How to hide search history and delete cookies or phone numbers
How to avoid being tracked through smartphone GPS
How to avoid being tracked through Apps (such as Find My Iphone)
How to unlink accounts including bank statements, car MOT and legal 
matters
How to store personal information and documents securely and out  
of the home
How to avoid being located again
How to ensure activities on a smartphone do not show up on another 
device (through Google Maps for instance)

The Research Findings:

Key Quotes:

”I had a phone which he didn’t really worry about  
but he got angry with me using the laptop and he would 
put a programme on the laptop called a peer blocker and 
leave it running while he was out so that I couldn’t use 

the internet.”
[survivor, Facebook group]

”My phone once merged my Google account with my abusers 
giving him access to everywhere I had been on Google maps!!!”

[survivor, Facebook group]

”My online banking app uploaded my new address information. 
But as we had a joint account. He received a copy of the 
change of address letter in his online banking inbox and was 
able to find out my new address. He followed me there.”

[survivor, Facebook group]
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”Mine wasn’t living with me but would go on my 
Facebook and delete and block people, men and 

women... women if he deemed a bad influence and men 
because they were men... also removed loads of my 

photos from Facebook and Instagram.” 
[survivor, online interview]

”Technology has pretty much failed me when living with 
my abuser. He tracked my phone; gotten into all my 
passwords and changed everything that was going to 
him. I didn’t actually realise he had tracked my phone. 
This led him to find me in refuge. Now, I stay away 

from technology”.
[survivor, focus group]

Scenario Cards:

Shanzeh, 42
Stage: Aware of abusive relationship

• Wanting to leave

Shanzeh is an immigrant and lives with her 

husband and his family. He hits her and puts her 

down while keeping a great profile with her family. 

She uses Whatsapp and Facebook to contact a 

friend who is helping her escape.

Stephany, 34
Stage: Aware of abusive relationship

• Escaped before

Stephany was with her partner for 2 years. With 

the help and support of her friend, she left two 

months ago with her two children and went to a 

local refuge. Both children are active on social 

media to maintain contact with friends and family. 

He tracked down their location from Facebook 

posts and came to the refuge to ask Stephany to 

go back with him. 

Key Quotes:
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Sonia, 28
Stage: Left/escaped an abusive 

relationship

Left an abusive relationship recently and lives 

separately. Before she left, she found it very 

difficult to communicate with friends and family 

when her social media accounts were monitored 

meaning she had limited contact with close 

people. Her partner had also messaged friends 

on her behalf so she felt more isolated.

Mary, 23 
Stage: Left/escaped an abusive 

relationship • Maintaining contact  

• Being harassed

Mary left her abusive boyfriend of three years but 

is still being harassed online. He is very good 

with tech and she is not. He’s been stalking 

her FB account, has created a fake profile of 

her (impersonation) and messaged her friends. 

He has also hacked into her bank account and 

added his name to the account. He found her 

work location through FB tagging and has been 

stalking her, waiting for her across the street. 

Rebecca, 30
Stage: Left/escaped an abusive 

relationship

Rebecca has been with her partner for 10 years 

but he recently started hitting her after a long 

happy time. She moved out to stay with a friend 

while she thinks about leaving him. He recently 

showed up at her workplace but the receptionist 

turned him away. Rebecca’s friend has internet 

at home but she is very scared about her getting 

online or using online services.

Dora, 26
Stage: Left/escaped an abusive 

relationship • Being harassed

Dora left her abusive husband 5 years ago and 

has moved to a different city. She loves her new 

job and the new area - she’s made new friends 

and is happy to move on. One evening, she came 

back to her home to find him waiting for her 

outside. He found her new address through a 

bank statement letter. She phoned the police and 

he ran away. She’s thinking of relocating again.

Jana, 28
Stage: Left/escaped an abusive relationship • Recovery

Jana is living with her cousin. She is afraid to be in a shelter alone and is in the same city as her husband. 

She is constantly looking over her shoulder. He has broken into her Facebook and Skype to track her down. 

Rachel, 29
Stage: Left/escaped an abusive relationship • Recovery

Rachel left the relationship after violent attacks on her and her children. Police charged her partner and he 

was imprisoned. After 2 years, he is being released, and she is worried he will track her down.

Scenario Cards:
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Opportunity for 
targeted intervention

The Scenario Cards can be found here and Experience Maps here.

Experience Maps:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7VGd5bkF0eXFHd0E/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7cUc0NHMzaDhjMWs/view?usp=sharing
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• Find new ways of delivering and sharing resources on how to stay safe online 
to practitioners and women. These already exist but are not well known 
 

• Develop creative modes to deliver advice about recording and storing 
evidence of abuse safely online (for instance, through animations, videos or 
messaging services such as SnapChat) 
 

• Talk-through guides or a help service in managing digital footprints – for 
example, at phone shops or banks about how to change details securely 
 

• An online and current interactive guide for frontline staff on key actions in 
technology safeguarding

Example Solutions:
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The Goal:

The Research Findings:

The Opportunity:

Create engaging, accessible and digestible information on the legal process or  
the financial situation women find themselves in, connecting to support and advice 
where relevant.

Women are able to learn more about what happens during any legal processes they 
might get involved in, as well as being able to better understand their financial situation 
and any support available. They understand more about what their options are, any 
decisions which need to be made and follow up actions, both now and later.  
As a result, they feel more in control and better prepared for the journey ahead.

The research discovered a significant gap in the information that women could find and 
understand online relating to their financial situation and options, and the legal processes 
they were considering pursuing. They looked to sector-specific and official sources 
of information, with 23% of women searching on legal websites and 12% on police 
websites. They wanted to find out more about the legal system, the law, children, divorce, 
police and social services. However, most relied on peer-support groups and forums to 
understand more about the process and what happens. 

Those who had recently left an abusive partner were keen to use their time to learn as 
much as they could about what to do next. In comparison, those leaving, or considering 
leaving an abusive partner, also wanted simple and quick-to-access information on 
potential financial and legal support options, as well as what they needed to prepare  
to leave. 

Challenge 4 :
Accessible legal and financial information
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Key financial questions women wanted to answer included: 

What is financial abuse and what can I do about it?
What do I need to know about our/my finances?
What should I do about our joint bank account?
Can I afford to leave?
What should I do about my partner controlling my bank  
account and finances?
What is the process for receiving child maintenance?
Is there any financial support or help available?
How quickly can I access financial help? 
 

Key legal questions women wanted to answer included:

What is the process for getting the police involved, and what  
happens then?
How does the criminal justice system and the crown court  
process work?
How do I get legal aid or find charities?
Will my children be taken away from me?
What rights does he have? Can I take my kids on holiday? Do I need his 
permission?
What divorce law is?
What is the definition of child abuse?
Where do I stand on my immigration status if I leave?
I have previous criminal convictions, who will believe me?

The Research Findings:
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Key Quotes: 

”At one point, I’ve looked up all the list in different 
stages of my relationships and recovery. One thing 
that’s missing is finances. What financial help is 

available? Knowing what’s out there, what you’re 
entitled to and how quickly you can access it when 

going to refuge is the biggest factor when leaving and 
more importantly staying free.”

[survivor, Facebook group]

”I work full-time but was told I’d not get any help 
with finances. I may have to start again completely 

even ironing boards/toasters etc because my darling ex 
changed the locks and won’t compromise...”

[survivor, Facebook group]

Scenario Cards: 

Toni, 38
Stage: Aware of abusive relationship • 

Escaped before • Decides to stay

Toni and her partner have been together for about 

6 years. Within the past 2 years, he has become 

more violent and controlling. She has tried to 

escape 5 times already but is uncertain about 

becoming homeless (as he owns the house they 

currently live in) and about being tracked down 

again by him. 

Rosie, 58
Stage: Aware of abusive relationship

Rosie is about to retire and has adult children. 

Rosie doesn’t want to permanently leave as she 

fears losing the home she has worked for. Her 

husband is an alcoholic with cancer. She doesn’t 

feel she can leave when he is ill so the abuse 

continues. She decides to stay with her daughter 

every couple of months. 
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Opportunity for 
targeted intervention

The Scenario Cards can be found here and Experience Maps here.

Experience Maps:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7VGd5bkF0eXFHd0E/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7cUc0NHMzaDhjMWs/view?usp=sharing
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• Resource of collated questions asked by people affected by domestic 
abuse and answered by professionals 
 

• Online chat slots for conversations with professionals including immigration 
and divorce lawyers, social services and financial advisors  
 

• Tools to prepare women for the types of issues that could come up whilst 
progressing through the legal system

Example Solutions:
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The Goal:

The Research Findings:

The Opportunity:

Mobilise the creative capacities of the web to raise awareness of what an abusive 
relationship looks like, provoking women and girls experiencing abuse to recognise  
this and pursue support. 

Women and girls experiencing domestic abuse understand and can identify the signs 
of coercive control and behaviour. This provokes a ‘light bulb’ moment, recognising 
that their partner is abusive and that they need to take action, including accessing any 
support they need.

Recognising early signs of abuse can be very difficult and over 1 in 5 women surveyed 
said that technology had helped them realise they were in fact in an abusive relationship. 
They had begun to worry about their partner’s behaviour but searching online helped 
them to realise their behaviour was unhealthy. However, they addressed uncertainty and 
confusion regarding what to actually search for. In turn, the language and terminology 
they came across (even the term ‘domestic abuse’) did not resonate - particularly for 
young people, those who did not live with their partner and for some whose partner was 
not physically abusive. Survivors reported frustration at the lack of useful educational 
resources, information or relevant advice on what constitutes abuse. 

As a result, women were reluctant to seek further support and felt they took longer than 
they should have done to have a ‘light bulb’ moment, where they could identify their 
relationship as abusive. Both survivors and practitioners identified technology could be 
better mobilised as a key awareness raising tool to help illustrate the signs of abuse and 
identify the differences between a healthy and an unhealthy relationship. 

Challenge 5 :
Realising it’s abuse
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It is crucial that this awareness raising is linked in with connections to support and 
advice, and also to family and friends. Friends and family members play a key role 
in supporting victims and survivors throughout their journey. In some cases, friends 
supported women by pointing them toward relevant resources online to recognise 
abuse, talking about healthy relationships and recording and storing evidence. 

Key Quotes:

”It took me 4 years to learn what was happening.” 
[survivor, workshop participant]

”There’s no one around you to tell you [whether] this 
behaviour is okay?”

[survivor, workshop participant]

”Googling ’is my partner abusive?’ is not going to take 
me anywhere.” 

[survivor, workshop participant]

”The language sometimes can be a barrier - ’a victim of 
domestic violence’. What [does] domestic [mean]? I didn’t 

live together with my partner.” 
[survivor, workshop participant]

The Research Findings:
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Tina, 16
Stage: Aware of abusive relationship

Tina is from a strict Bangladeshi Muslim background. Her parents wants her to marry a cousin but she 

refuses so they are pressuring her. Her secret boyfriend is abusive but she can’t ask family for help and 

can’t go to services because they might tell her parents. 

Scenario Cards:

Experience Maps:

Opportunity for 
targeted intervention
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The Scenario Cards can be found here and Experience Maps here.

Opportunity for 
targeted intervention

Experience Maps:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7VGd5bkF0eXFHd0E/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_QojS1Ko1S7cUc0NHMzaDhjMWs/view?usp=sharing
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• An interactive relationship story online, to help key audiences understand 
the complexity of an abusive relationship and identify where the signs start 
to emerge 
 

• Guides for friends and family members to understand domestic abuse and 
preparing them to navigate difficult conversations whilst feeling confident to 
provide support and signposts to resources 
 

• Multi-agency partnerships distributing advice about domestic abuse in a 
hidden form 

Example Solutions:


